
FOR MORE INFORMATION :
These posters were drawn from detailed case studies in seven
Asian countries which document a broad spectrum of innova-
tive, successful and pro-poor approaches to water supply,
water conservation, wastewater management and public sani-
tation, from which useful lessons can be derived.  All the case
studies, as well as the contact details of the project
implementors, can be downloaded from the ESCAP website
www.unescap.org/pdd/water
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BEST recognized that neither the
communities, nor the local govern-
ment, nor the NGOs alone could fi-
nance the sanitation centers, so it
developed a financing model which
combines public subsidy and pri-
vate entrepreneurship.

The initial cost of building one community
sanitation center ranges from US$ 15,000
to $18,000 (including land, construction
materials, labor and equipment), and this
amount is fully subsidized by a grant from
donors, while the running costs are cov-
ered by user fees.  Each center is used
by 350 to 500 people each day, and their
user fees generate an annual revenue of
US$ 1,800 to $2,400, while annual operat-
ing costs are only $1,500.

Each sanitation center has one mainte-
nance operator who oversees the day-to-
day operations of the center and receives
a basic salary.  BEST estimates the ex-
pected income from each center and col-
lects only 90 per cent of that amount.

All the extra revenue goes to the operator,
who has an incentive to keep the center in
good condition and attract customers.  The
operators can also use the biogas gener-
ated by the treatment plant for their cook-
ing and can also augment their profits by
running other side businesses within the
centers such as corner shops or cafés.

Tangerang is an industrial city, adjacent to Jakarta, where thousands of migrant workers come to
find work in factories, where they earn about US$80 - 90 per month.  Although their incomes are not
extremely low, the absence of decent, affordable housing forces these workers and their families to
live in slums and squatter settlements around the city, where they have no toilets or piped water
supply and have to buy clean water from vendors at high rates.  The Community Sanitation Center
(CSC) project has so far been implemented in two cities – Tangerang and Surabaya.  Its aim is to
improve the lives of poor people living in slum settlements by providing easy access to water supply
and sanitation facilities, reducing the cost of water, improving environmental conditions and creating
employment opportunities for local people who help construct and operate the centers.

The project was initiated in 1999 by the Institute for Integrated Social and Economic Development
(BEST), a local NGO based in Tangerang, and by 2002 had built 29 community sanitation centers:
25 in Tangerang and 4 in Surabaya.  To initiate the activities in Tangerang, BEST surveyed the city’s
slums and made a list of settlements with the most serious water and sanitation problems.  Potential
users of the service were invited to participate in community consultations, and their agreement on
the construction and maintenance of the facilities was critical to the success of the project.

HOW IT WORKS :  Each community sanitation center comprises six toilets, six bathrooms, a wash-
ing area, a community water point and a wastewater treatment plant which generates biogas, and is
managed as a private enterprise by a person from the community.  Fresh water is sold by the bucket
and toilets and bathroom services are available at the centers on a pay-and-use basis.  Prices are
very cheap:  community members pay 200 rupiah (US$ 2 cents) to fill a 20 liter water tank or to use
the toilet, and 300 rupiah (3 cents) to use the bathroom.

BEST (Institute for Integrated Social and Economic Development)operates and manages the com-
munity sanitation centers, in partnership with the local community and local government, and
mobilizes the necessary financial and technical assistance.

Operators of the centers are community people chosen to manage the day-to-day operations
and maintenance of the centers.  They are paid a basic salary by BEST and take part of the
profits.

Community people are employed as workers in the construction of the centers and as opera-
tors and cleaners of the finished centers.  They are also the customers of the services provided
by the centers.

Local government in Tangerang provided funding for the construction of seven of the centers
and logistical and permissions support for the project.

Donor agencies provided the seed funding for the construction of the centers, through BEST.

The services provided by the 29 community sanitation centers in Tangerang and Surabaya are used
by more than 13,000 people each day.  These users are paying 60 per cent less for clean water than
they paid previously to private water vendors.  The availability of clean, affordable toilets and washing
places has improved the health of community members and reduced the environmental problems of
wastewater accumulation and human excrement from outdoor defecation.  Since the centers were
built, communities have also felt encouraged to tackle other community problems such as improving
drainage systems and local roads.

The community sanitation center can be replicated in poor communities where there is no public
water supply or sanitation and where users are willing to support the service.  Although the sanitation
centers may be socially and environmentally sound, making them financially sustainable can be
difficult.  Revenues from the 29 centers so far are only sufficient to cover operating costs, and not
enough to generate enough profits to invest in new centers.  Pre-requisites for replication include
financial resources to fund the initial construction (which should come as a subsidy), technical and
organizational support and some kind of institutional networks.
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